Multi-Entity Financial Management

Built for maximum growth

Multi-location organizations face complexities—decentralized payables, inter-entity transactions, multiple currencies, global consolidations—that require a purpose-built financial management system. Whether your business is global or domestic, simple or complex, now you can close the books faster and gain the visibility you need even as your operations grow and evolve.

Key benefits

Get quick and accurate closes with automated consolidations

Ensure your financial statements are ready when you are, and close the books effortlessly. Comprehensive automation with one-click consolidation delivers accelerated closes, improved accuracy, and better visibility. Plus every global consolidation includes a detailed journal entry report for easy auditability.

Easily manage multiple currencies

Everything related to managing multiple currencies is automated to save you time and increase accuracy. You’ll use up-to-date exchange rates for currency conversions and revaluations, and instantly access information on currency gains and losses. You can also produce reports in your headquarters’ currency or the entity’s local currency.

Save time and effort with simple setup and maintenance

Quickly set up policies, procedures, workflows, and reporting for new entities regardless of the complexity of your multi-entity structure. Easily configure each new entity with unique definitions. Or automatically “inherit” centralized definitions—workflows, charts of accounts, period definitions, and lists—across entities for a standard, organization-wide configuration. You can also opt for automated inter-entity transactions with manageable rules, making it easier to centralize payables and receivables.

Take advantage of fast, flexible reporting

Quickly produce accurate financial reports, regardless of your organization’s complexity. Get insights from real-time visibility with instant roll-up reporting (single currency) or push-button consolidations (multiple currencies). Easily switch between consolidated and local views for further insights into the figures. And tailor local account titles to fit local regulations.
**Key features**

**Flexibility and manageability**

**Unified architecture:** Support current and future business needs—a unified architecture handles domestic and global locations, single and multiple base currencies, and simple and complex ownership structures.

**Access control:** Create user profiles to restrict user access to the specific entities and transactions relevant to their job.

**Shared definitions:** Share vendor, customer, and item lists across entities to speed new-entity creation and enable cross-entity reporting.

**Centralized payables:** Record bills and send payments for all entities using a central screen, and automatically create due to and due from transactions between entities.

**Unified login:** Access any entity (for which you have privileges) without logging out and logging in again.

**Chart of accounts options:** Share common charts of accounts (COAs) or use a distinct COA structure for each entity.

**Multi-currency management**

**Automated conversions:** Rely on automated, accurate conversions using up-to-date (daily) rates.

**Automated revaluations and adjustments:** Streamline closes with automated revaluation and adjustment entries for changing currency rates.

**ASC 830/FAS-52 compliance:** Rely on ASC 830/FAS-52-compliant multi-currency consolidation and a system that creates cumulative translation adjustments (CTAs).

**Global consolidation**

**Journaled consolidations:** Get granular visibility into all consolidation aspects with eliminations and currency impacts recorded as journal entries, and easily make post-consolidation adjustments.

**Intercompany eliminations:** Automate intercompany eliminations at the point of consolidation.

**Complex ownership:** Consolidate complex ownership structures such as minority and partial ownerships.

**Unlimited hierarchies:** Generate consolidated management reporting views of combined entities beyond your legal structure.

View and edit your consolidation structure with a few clicks.
Comprehensive reporting

Real-time roll-up reporting: Get real-time visibility with roll-up financial statements, and expand summary views by entity when using a single currency.

Multi-currency reporting: Push a button to create consolidated financial reports in any currency.

Companywide operational reporting: Generate financial and operational reports that provide visibility into company-wide performance by customer, vendor, project and more.

Companywide credit exposure reporting: See your global credit exposure to specific vendors and customers by running central AP/AR aging reports in any currency across your complete company structure.

Run consolidated reports that show entities and intercompany eliminations in columns.
Report on consolidated performance across your customers and entities.

Key features

Take the next step

Find out how Intacct best-in-class cloud financials streamline operations and provide real-time insights, boosting productivity and growth.
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